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Wandersongs Vol. 1
1.Falling Stars
2.The Sword

3.Mysterious Rainbow Girl
4.ACT 1. The Haunting in Langtree/Sunrise

5.The Bard
6.Langtree

7.Me Oh My!
8.Real Life Ghosts!!!

9.Dream Lullaby
10.Dreamscape

11.Slumbering Beast
12.The Beast of Dream Castle

13.The Dream King
14.Good People of Langtree
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15.ACT 2. The Performance at the Crazy Raven
16.The Bard and the Witch

17.Miriam
18.Troll!!!
19.Troll...
20.Delphi

21.The Crazy Raven
22.Try To Keep Up

23.Ash
24.Spooky Jam Sesh

25.Message From Mom
26.The Performance

27.Blown Away!
28.Wind Sonata
29.Windscape

30.The Queen of Winds
31.I Wanna Be The Hero
32.I'm Going With You!

33.ACT 3. Voyage of the Lady Arabica
34.The Bard and the Pirates

35.The Lady Arabica
36.Late Night Coffee

37.Coffee Chaos
38.Tatango

39.The Crusty Bean
40.Calliope's House of Fortune

41.Sailing With The Coffee Pirates
42.Mermaid Ruins
43.Rooftop Slide

44.What A Jerk!!!
45.Mermaids

46.Sail into the Sunset
47.A Hero to Me

48.Chaos Jig
49.Chaoscape

50.Lightning Strike
51.The Way It's Supposed to Be
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The game is kinda bad. It is hard to understand what really to do, it is not very well specified, and you may die to quick in this
game. When you're trying to morph, it is also hard to get what you need to do. The soundtrack is good, though, but you don't
really buy a game for its soundtracks. Nothing in this game seems really that great, so you should probably avoid it, although it is
not horrible.. Really great game for its age, its a little arcadey but this game suits it. 11/10 would fund first-year game-design
students again.. I loved this game when I still had it. Now I have the Gold verision and I love it. I highly recomend it^\u03c9^.
It's not as much fun as Hexcells, however it is in the same genre, and all puzzles can be solved without guesswork. 100%
complete in roughly 2-4 hours.. Good looking Aircraft, you get three sorts, however on the inside the instrument panel looks
like an old black & white photograph so the graphics and textures look slightly out of focus as does the whole cockpit.

The engine sound is I think very good, it has a real throaty powerfull throb to it. (Like a tractor with the muffler \/ silencer
removed not a bad thing mind you)

There is no Auto Pilot so you have to fly it all the way, but you get the Garmin 295 to help you along.

The steering on the ground is very good as is the stablity in the air.
She's basic, but fun to fly.

Get it when it's on a sale (\u00a35.99). Nice game - very basic, not much of a story, but fun nonetheless!. If you like the Virtual
Villagers games then you will enjoy Gemini Lost. Fun little simulation game that you can play for only a few a day.. The game
is alright, and i do recommend, But THOUSANDS OF FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. I like the game. Only wish I could play and install it on my laptop but Steam won't let me do that.
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Never encountered a program like this that actually worked and wasn't full of malware. Very satisfied.. nice game and using
sniper rifle is a easy way to lose the few 2 or 3 players on the server your'e playing with got arena mod which is kinda cool.
game is a good time pass maybe for an hour or two... Simply so bad that is pointless to describe all the bugs, errors, strange
behaviors of it...

Also, is pretty short, for a 15 \u20ac adventure game!

And the graphics is at least 10 years old, possibly more!

Could be a really nice story, the only strong point, but... overall a poor attempt.. This game is fun and musics are also relaxing.
No need to rush to complete the achievement, just take one step at a time.
otherwise, you might be triggered and depressed.

All you need to experience this game just patience.

Enjoy!. I tried really hard to like this game, but it's inner logic seems fatally skewed. Poor balance, inscrutable game mechanics,
and an almost impossible, pointless level of difficulty combine to make it just not very much fun. Even at the easiest level,
everything is incredibly expensive, and demands are relentlessly administered; it is supremely frustrating rather than rewarding.
Sad, because it has definite possibilities.. A very fun and simple game you will have to enjoy alone because you'll be the only
person playing it.. A really nice point and click adventure! The puzzles are really hard, like in the old times and the story is very
catchy. Bought it because of the beautiful artwork. I'm really suprised that they got so amazing voiceactors (played in German).

The only negativ thing i can say is that loadingtime between the rooms is sometimes really long and that is very annoying when
you are struggling with one of the puzzles.
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